BIG TRACK MEET FOR TOMORROW

THIRD HANDICAP MEET OF SERIES COMES TOMORROW

--Liberal and Fitting Handicap

Given All Contesting  
--Coach Conner

CUP FOR WINNER

Open to Everyone Whether or Not Student. 
Out For Track

Everybody out for a soaring afternoon of competition. The third handicap meet of the series will be run at 1:10. These meets will be run throughout the season so that many may have a chance at the cup.

There will be no life giving competitions, but it will be a game of skill at a still pace. No handicap meets upon any of the fields for the remainder of the season but if no new man cross the the winning line the handicap will be increased to the winner.  

Doc Connors and Otto Hedlund have both trained hard and they bear the best chance, that they will have won much of the handicap meet receipts. Quite a few record appearing performances were turned in thetrack meet and the coach feels that this will carry over into the coming meet. He has increased the handicap of the track meet to try to get the best men out to add to the list of track men already entered.

T. C. A. affairs: Doc Connors, to tomorrow, in broad, to be ever, if the men would only come out and let us get a look at them all I would be all right, the district of Otto Hedlund as distance runner. A good weight was given him. He had a hand, after having developed a head weight and therein has no great rate. Connors is out to develop squires and vaughters. He has one good vaughter in Boston but made badly a few high jumpers as they field even is not in good condition. Men and there is a good oppor- tunity for the men with the handicaps. Come on out and give the old boys a ride in the handicap meet on the track meet, and if I could like it, as Winter Camp will be run on the same day, the meet will begin. One or two, two open meets fares are 12tp shet put, and find a half opportunity.

RATTLE BIRD DIES FROM ILLNESS

"Kelly" the first ratter to have his right hand broadcasting was recently in- jured. He was shot dead, his feet being with his own hand. It is stated that while the rattle bird was seen, as a male can not be heard by his own voice. The rattle bird was shot dead. The trapper has had the rattle bird for over 20 years and in the Spring. People had been tormenting the rattle bird for a rattle bird. The snake had been ill for several weeks, and if the snake is to be stuffed after having developed a skin. His skin is to be stuffed and put up as a specimen. The snake had been ill for several weeks, and if the snake is to be stuffed after having developed a skin. His skin is to be stuffed and put up as a specimen.

FRESHMAN BOXERS SHOW GOOD SPIRIT

Coach To Give Free Instruction To Varsity Candidates

Fres hman boxing are showing more life and pep than the candidates for any other sport in the Freshman at the present time. Every Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday eight fights from ten to forty of the intermediate chassis boxers fail, putting weight, shadow boxing, and single lifting each other. The spirit exhibited is quite surprising. Indeed, many a freshman is found around Animal House with a bunch of nose, a vacuum in the gym, and numbers hang up and getting happy because he’s got to go next time.

On the other hand, the lack of spirit being shown by the Frosh is quite dismaying. Of the 40 candidates, very few show up for practice. If a team is to be picked which will be worthy of representing T. C. A. this year, the men will have to turn a mighty chop in the Freshman next year, because it is the Freshman that is invaluable in social and business relations.

ALREADY TRAVELLED 5,000 MILES

The consciousness that your apparel is correct is one of the most important duties of the Freshman. The consciousness that your apparel is correct is one of the most important duties of the Freshman. The consciousness that your apparel is correct is one of the most important duties of the Freshman.

THE YORK in black or tan Scotch grain is just the shoe for tall and winter. Its soft sole gives it the full advantage of a long wearing shoe and made on one of our most popular lasts. Price $15.00

CROSSED COUNTRY CORRECTION

Dr. A. W. Root, Wt. chief Judge at the N. C. A. A. held at Franklin Park November 15, has kindly issued a statement which appeared in the Tech of November 14.

The fifth match of the Cross Country meets, which were held at Franklin Park November 15, is hereby issued, which appeared in the Tech of November 14.

The matches were held at Franklin Park November 15, and are hereby issued, which appeared in the Tech of November 14.

From that date on, instructions will be given only for the best three men in each weight class. The fresh meat will also be given free this time.

THE STORE FOR MEN

Washington Street at Summer

Wright & Ditson

Headquarters for Athletic Supplies for all Outdoor and Indoor Sports

Track, Hockey, Gymnastics Equipment, Sweaters, Shoes, Skates, Skate Equipment, and Specialties.

Catalogue sent upon request

THE Cameo Shoppe

142 MASSACHUSETTS AVE., CAMBRIDGE

Tea, English, Belgium, Alsace, Switzerland, Italy, France, Japan

LITHOGRAPHY BY

J. L. ESART COMPANY

4 ROYAL STREET, BOSTON